NCS BLOCK 1950 Original

The favourite, NCS Block, is easy to handle with colour samples sized for good colour judgement of colour combinations and for identifying colours on different materials and surfaces. The small blocks are comfortably held in the hand and fanned out in order to choose specific colours, which can be isolated for edge-to-edge comparison.

Specifications:

- Colours: 1,950 fully coated standard NCS colours, produced and controlled by NCS Quality Centre according to NCS Quality Level 1
- Quality: Based on NCS Edition 2 Quality Management, in compliance with our ISO 9001 certificate
- Mix/Matching: Target \( \Delta E_{(CMC 1:1)} < 0.3 \)
- Final production: Based on NCS Edition 2 NCS Quality Management agreed target 80\% \( \Delta E_{(CMC 1:1)} < 0.6 \), 20\% \( \Delta E_{(CMC 1:1)} < 1.0 \)
  - Outcome 2007 production: 100\% \( \Delta E_{(CMC 1:1)} < 0.6 \)
- Gloss: 95\% within 15-20 units 60\°
- Samples: Sample size 35 x 104 mm
- Paper: 200 gms Sappi Profi Gloss
- Print: The NCS colour notation printed on the reverse of each colour sample
- Hole: Drilled hole with black metal screw
- Arrangement: Hue or nuance arranged
  - The Block set arranged by hue has one block for Red, one for Red-Blue, one for Blue, etc. in total 9 blocks
  - The Block set arranged by nuance has one block for colours with 10\% chromaticness, one for 20\% chromaticness, etc. in total 9 blocks
- Package: Blocks are placed in a black box
  - When shipped the box is placed in special cardboard outer carton
- Weight: 2.0 kilo
- Volume (HxWxL): 70 mm x 125 mm x 345 mm
- Including: Colour Mask that improves colour assessment and selection.

More information?

Please contact the NCS Head Office (e-mail: info@ncscolour.com) or your local NCS Colour Centre, see the NCS homepage for details: www.ncscolour.com
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